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MAY MEETING HIGHLIGHTS  

Our next meeting:  
September 28, 2014 at 1:00 PM  

 

Ottawa Citizen Building,  
1101 Baxter Road 

 

************* 

Working On & Repairing Clock 
Wheels 

(A continuation of the Hints and How 
To’s article in this issue) 

 

Dan Hudon and Don Purchase  
************* 

Show and Tell  
Will feature items starting with the 

letters S, T, and U 

On a beautiful Sunday in May, 
over 35 club members came 
together for the third chapter 
meeting of the year. 
 

Sean McGrath, the brother of 
our late member Pat McGrath, 
was our special guest for this 
meeting.  Sean brought a se-
lection of very fine clocks from 
Pat's estate.  Sean wanted the 
clocks to go to homes where 
they would be appreciated. 
 

Main Presentation 

The feature presentation was a DVD showing of the PBS 
Nova episode "Ancient Computer".  The computer, known as 
the Antikythera device,  has puzzled historians, astronomers, 
mathematicians, and other scientists for over a century.  
Found on the sea bottom off the cost of the Greek island of 
Antikythera along with numerous relics from a 2000 year old 
ship wreck, this device was recognized as a clockwork mecha-
nism of the highest quality.   

 

Nova traced the efforts of 
a team of scientists as 
they unraveled the se-
crets of the machine, in-
cluding its purpose and 
function.  Particularly fas-
cinating were the tech-
nologies used by the 
team to "see" the inner 
components of the de-
vice which were hidden 
by the encrustation on 
the remnants of the de-
vice after centuries under 
the sea.  Also fascinating 

were the efforts of a British gentleman who demonstrated how 
the Greeks would have cut the teeth in a wheel.  In the end, 
the team came to the conclusion that the computer could be 
attributed to Archimedes and could predict eclipses and the 
motion of the sun and planets as they circled the earth(!)   
 

Show and Tell 
For Show and Tell, Don Purchase demonstrated how old ma-
ple sap buckets were used by the Phoenix Project Team to 
make the weight shells for Twiss Clock re-build project. 

Cont’d P. 2 

The main piece of the Antikythera device 

Using modern 
imaging tech-

nology, inscrip-
tions on the 
device were 
discovered 

under layers of 
hardened sedi-

ment.  

A remnant of a highly complex dial  

Sean McGrath 
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MAY MEETING HIGHLIGHTS (CONT’D) 

 

Dan Hudon showed and described his pinion cutting tool. He talked about how it was used to cut pinion wire 
and noted that you had to cover the device with a cloth when cutting, or the parts had a tendency to fly away 
when cut! 
 

Bryan Hollebone showcased a Time and Strike mantle clock that was sold by the Ryrie Brothers jewelry store 
in Toronto.  Ryrie Bros catered to the carriage trade from 1854 until 1924.  They merged with Birks in 1904 
but the Ryrie name was kept until 1924. 
 

Dave Riddell presented the sad case of a Pequegnat "Berlin" model clock which he purchased from an an-
tique dealer.  The dealer advised him that the case had been previously painted green by some scurrilous 
owner, but was restored to it's original natural wood finish.  What Dave learned was that the cases of the Ber-
lin model were either made of oak with a stained finish or were of a cheaper wood painted black or green.  
The green coloured clocks were by far the most rare!  Now he has an abused clock which has lost its value 
due to a misguided restoration.  Does anyone have a match for the Pequegnat green colour? 
 

John Ruhland presented a clock which he dated from the period 1680 to 1700.  The clock was missing doors, 
the pendulum and weights.  John pointed out that the clock featured Huygens' invention of cycloidal cheeks 
which regulate the rate of the clock regardless of the amplitude of the pendulum swing. 
 

Wrapping up the show and tell, Ray Springer recommended that members purchase the book "Extreme Res-
toration" written by T.E. Temple.  The book covers all aspects of clock restoration.  The Phoenix Project, 
which is building a complete Twiss tall case clock from the parts of basket case Twiss clocks, has found a lot 
of useful information in the book.  Ray also showed a sheet of old glass found by Jordan Renaud, which will 
be used on the door of the Twiss clock hood.  

President :      

Daniel Burgoyne  burgoynedaniel@yahoo.ca  
 

Vice President:     

Don Purchase   donpurchase@rogers.com 
 

Treasurer:      

Ray Springer    celineandray@bell.net 
 

Secretary &  Bytown Times Editor:   

Gary Fox           chapter111.gary@yahoo.ca  

CHAPTER OFFICERS 

Auditor:      

Jean Paul Tourigny 
 

Immediate Past President:    

Wally Clemens  wallysc@gmail.com 
 

Program      

Don Purchase   donpurchase@rogers.com 
 

Education & Workshop Chairman:   

Dan Hudon        danhudon@sympatico.ca 

Dan with his pinion cutting tool Bryan’s Ryrie Bros Clock Dave Riddell with his one-time green Berlin model John’s centuries old  clock 
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MAY MEETING PHOTOS 

 

OK, Maynard.  What’s so funny? 

Don, Kevin and Dan have a chat! 

Nothing  keeps Garnet away!! 

Just some of the clocks from Pat McGrath’s estate sale 

Sadly— not for sale 

Ashkan and Matt check out the magazines 

Bryan and John got comfortable Daniel and Ray all smiles 

The Early bird gets the worm  

Ray with the old glass for the Twiss Clock  
Project.  It will go in the door on the hood. Talking watches with Mel 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S 

Clockwork with a Watchmaker’s Lathe  
A watchmaker’s lathe can be used in clock repair.  The most common deterrent is the lack of accessories 
available for clock wheels and other large parts.  Original accessories for larger sizes are usually expensive 
and somewhat hard to find.  However, there is a way to produce quality work on a small lathe without using 
collets or a three-jaw chuck.  It is called turning between centres. 
 

This article identifies simple pieces to be made that permit turning between centres.  Pieces can be of wood 
or metal and used for turning wheels, arbors and for polishing pivots.  Three types of pieces are needed.  A 
faceplate for the headstock, drivers to connect the faceplate to clock parts and tailstock fixtures which hold 
the back-end of the parts to be worked on.  Basic machining processes such as sawing, drilling, turning and 
filing are all that are required to produce these pieces.   
 

Faceplates range from wood to metal pieces all of which have a 
means of holding driving fixtures.  Photo 1 shows 3 types of face-
plates 
   

The most versatile faceplate I use is a 2 inch diameter brass plate 
with a series of holes to capture driver pins and a center-mounted 
holder for placing a variety of inserts.  All inserts are of the same 
diameter for quick and easy exchange in the faceplate holder.  
The portion outside the faceplate can be larger to accommodate large arbors.    Photo 2 shows the brass 
faceplate with driver pin and insert holder along with 3 inserts and 3 wheels that are difficult to chuck in any 
lathe.  Photo 3 provides a close-up of the inserts 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The insert holes are cupped to hold the arbor shoulders instead of the pivots which enter the holes.   
  

Driver pins can be straight or crank-style to reach a certain part of the wheel.  They can be made of brass, 
pegwood and dowels.  They must be long enough to connect with the wheel spokes.  
 

Tailstock fixtures fit into the tailstock spindle or slip fit into the tailstock itself which accommodate larger sizes 
of fixtures.  The spindle pin serves to determine the taper.   Photo 4 shows the tailstock with a large female 
runner; the spindle, tapered spindle pin, tapered female fixture, pivot bed.  Photo 5 shows a complete setup 
with some of the above mentioned accessories. 
 

Not everyone wants to make a faceplate from scratch.  Fortunately, Lee Valley sells a two inch round brass 
disc with a center hole already in place.  They call it an offset wheel gauge but stick a mandrel into the hole 
and you have a faceplate.  Photo 6 shows the Lee Valley part.                                                       Cont’d P. 5 

Photo 1: Types of Face Plates 

Photo 2: Faceplate with driver pin, 
insert holder, three inserts and 

three difficult to hold wheels 

Photo 3: Three Inserts 

Photo 4:  The Tailstock Spindle 
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HOROLOGICAL HINTS AND HOW-TO’S  (CONT’D) 

The new faceplate can then be adapted to your lathe and customized to suit your needs.   
Dan Hudon 

Photo 5:  The complete set up Photo 6:   The Lee Valley Part 

PHOENIX PROJECT UPDATE 

Ray Springer met with John Rhuland to continue work on the restoration of the fire damaged Twiss Clock move-
ment.  A new T3 wheel has been made and fitted to the original arbour and a repair was initiated on the T1 wheel 
to replace two broken teeth.  Next steps will involve repairing the minute arbour/shaft and fabricating a new brass 
tip to attach the minute hand.  One other wheel (maybe two) needs to be made and an hour wheel/
shaft fabricated. 
 

The picture on the left shows the old damaged T3 wheel and the new wheel fitted to the old arbour along with the 
equipment used to hold the wheel blanks securely in order to saw the teeth.  Three blanks were used together in 
order to minimize any risk of splintering during the sawing process.   The middle picture shows the repair in proc-
ess to replace 2 teeth on T1 using a small piece of black cherry wood fitted into a slot cut in the wheel.  Finally, 
there is a picture of John cutting the tooth profile.                             Ray Springer 

Old Wheel 

Repaired Wheel  
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CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS   

 Early Canadian Sellers of Canadian and American Mantel Clocks  

 

Some older clocks, often made before 1900 by American companies, turn up with the name of the Canadian 
seller on the dial or shop label.  The museum has been building a small collection of representative mantel 
clock styles with the seller’s name on the clock.  Five are described here, with pictures of the clocks and 
close-ups of the seller’s information for each example. 
 
A good book for researching Canadian shop names on clocks and watches is J.E. Langdon’s Clock & Watch-
makers in Canada 1700 to 1900 (1976).  The information was compiled from old directories, advertisements, 
and census records.  Although certainly not complete, the book does list more than four thousand names in 
its 180 pages. 

This early (Berlin) version of The Arthur Pequegnat Clock Com-
pany’s SOO model mantel clock was sold around 1910 by M. Bilsky 
& Son Limited, Jewelers, OTTAWA, Ont. (on the dial and own 
pasted label)  

The New Ha-
ven Clock 
Company 

Small Gothic 
VP “steeple” 
model was 
listed in its 
1886 cata-
logue for 

$4.45.  This 
example was 
sold by E.L. 

WEISS, 
WATCH-

MAKER & 
JEWELER, 

Madoc, Ont.  
Note the 

original ma-
ple leaves 

paper behind 
lower glass  
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The dates in Langdon’s book for four of 
these sellers are:  E.L. Weiss (Madoc), 
1890, taken from credit reference books; 
Arniel and Ball, neither listed in his 
book; W.J. Gage (Gananoque), 1885, in 
same credit books; and Ryrie Bros. in 
1890-1900 city directories. 

 
 

NAWCC Bulletin update.  The article about Toronto’s Walter Clocks mantel clocks, WALTER CLOCKS - A 
Canadian Mystery Solved, is now in press and will appear in the NAWCC Bulletin by the end of 2014.  The 
final draft of an article about Girotti clocks (St. Catharines 1960s/1970s), GIROTTI WALL CLOCKS – An-
other Successful Mid 20th Century Canadian Maker, has been sent to the Bulletin Editor for peer review. 
 

Allan Symons, Curator 
The Canadian Clock Museum 

CLOCK MUSEUM NEWS  (CONT’D) 

This New Haven 
Clock Company’s ca. 
1880 Cottage No. 2 
model, with a one-

day time & alarm (no 
strike) movement, 

was sold by Arniel & 
Ball, Watchmakers 
and Jewellers, King 

Street, Kingston, 
Ont. (dark label on 
case back is hand-
dated Dec. 28 187X 
– last digit missing).  

 

This Prince of Wales 
model 8-day mantel 
clock made by the  

Canada Clock Company, 
Hamilton (1880-1884) 
has both the company 

label and the seller’s la-
bel on the case back: 
W.J. Gage, Watch-

maker and Jeweler, Ga-
nanoque [Ontario].  

Gage’s label is hand-
dated June 22, 1883.  

An early 1900s Seth Thomas (U.S.) 
beehive style mantel clock sold by 

RYRIE BROS. LIMITED, TORONTO  



 

 

 

EDITOR’S CORNER 

PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Bonjour à tous! / Hello everyone! 
 

I was recently reflecting on what constitutes an asso-
ciation of people with common interests, i.e. what 
makes a club?  One might define a club by many 
things: by the activity that is uniting people, by the lo-
cation where the event takes place, by whatever it is 
you want to define, in fact.  
 

After careful reflection, I would propose that what de-
fines our club is you, the individuals. Look at the pho-
tos in this and in past Bytown Times. You will see a 
multitude of people, all different,  yet with something 
like a common interest.  
 

I would add, you also make what you want of the your 
club by coming to meetings, showing your "treasures" 
to others, telling stories about interesting finds, visiting 
a member friend, teaching or taking a class, hosting a 
social event, researching a subject, sharing your 
knowledge, volunteering, etc. 
 

So this year, think about what you would like from the 
club and contribute!  I am sure you will find you get 
more out of the club by being the club :-)  Tourlou! 
 

Daniel Burgoyne 

It’s that time again.  Our September Meeting is here.  
The summer is over and it’s time to show off those 
summer acquisitions.  Sure the letters for Show and 
Tell are S, U, and V, but I’m sure you can find a 
word that fits one of those letters to describe your 
“find”. 
 

I had the opportunity to attend the Eastern States 
Regional In mid August and it was great.  It followed 
a different agenda with more emphasis on educa-
tion.  There were demonstrations on dial painting, 
reverse glass painting, plating, porcelain repair and 
much more.  Seven members of our chapter at-
tended.  I had a great time and took pictures but 
there’s no space in this issue!!!              
 

Once again many thanks to our contributors, Dan Hudon, 
Allan Symons, Daniel Burgoyne and Erin Fox.   
                                                                            Gary Fox 
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CLUB PICNIC 

Forty six members attended the annual club picnic which was held at the country estate of Don and Georgina 
Purchase.  Our genial hosts not only served up a veritable feast, but they managed much better weather than 
last year.  Being ever humble, our amiable Vice President did not claim responsibility for the sunny day and 
cool breezes!  But, he and our President, Daniel Burgoyne, deserve kudos for demonstrating super skill at the 

barbeque!  Daniel ran a great auction, selling some marvelous bargains.         Thanks, Don and Georgina! 

Well, it won’t get you a tax receipt, but the club can 
always do with a donation.  Why not bring in your 
dusty, rusty half-forgotten, less-loved clocks, 
watches, tools and parts for a special donation 
sale for the Club.  It will help defray costs for great 
speakers at future meetings. 

DONATIONS TO THE CHAPTER 


